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 II. ADAM SMITH'S PROJECT OF AN EMPIRE

 BY E. A. BENIANS, M.A.

 I T is now nearly one hundred and fifty years since the publication
 of the Wealth of Nations and the Declaration of American Inde-

 pendence. The two events, closely associated in time, recall each
 other; for in his famous chapter on colonies Adam Smith predicted,

 with little apparent regret, the loss of the American colonies, and out-

 lined the project of an empire which he thought could have been pre-

 served and been worth preserving. That chapter, though it did not

 influence the course of the controversy which called it forth, nor, for

 a time, the colonial policy of Great Britain, has become, none the less,

 a landmark in the history of the British Empire. After Adam Smith

 had written, it was possible to think of colonies in a new way, though it

 was still not impossible to treat them in the old. The united empire of

 which he dreamed never became a fact, or even a political programme,
 but the ideas which he advanced bore their fruit in general opinion, and

 the spirit in which he wrote was in due course to animate a generation

 of colonial reformers and to bring forth a new and better colonial policy.

 Durham and his friends did not advocate Smith's imperial Parliament,

 the "States General of the British Empire," and they did advocate

 imperial control of colonial trade, and not his "natural system of perfect

 liberty and justice "1; but one may believe that the faith in the future of
 the British Empire which inspires the speeches of Molesworth and

 Buller, the Report on Canada and the Art of Colonization, owed some of

 its vitality to the courageous Utopia imagined in the Wealth of Nations.

 Yet the main purpose with which the chapter was written was critical

 and destructive-to correct the erroneous conceptions of the value of

 colonies entertained in Europe, to correct also, perchance, the idea,

 already current in France, of the inevitable loss of colonial possessions.

 "The real futility of all distant dominions,..." he writes in a letter to
 Sir John Sinclair, "...is, I think, the subject on which the public pre-
 judices of Europe require most to be set right2." The nations of Europe
 imagine that they have gained greatly by their distant acquisitions. But

 they are wrong. The inconveniences and expense of such possessions
 they have engrossed to themselves; the advantages they have been

 I Wealth of Nations, pp. 250, 397. The references to the Wealth of Nations are to
 the edition by J. S. Nicholson, i886.

 2 Rae, Life of Adam Smith, p. 382.
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 250 E. A. BENIANS

 obliged to share with others'. Regarding, as he did, the colonies, or
 rather the attitude of Europe towards them, as the main cause of the long

 series of wars in which the nations of Europe had expended their wealth
 and strength, he was not likely to allow much credit to the policy of

 reserving their resources for the support of their mother countries in

 this internecine struggle, even had he been willing to admit, which he
 did not, that that policy was successful in attaining its end.

 His argument lent itself to a wide survey of the subject. The mistaken
 policy of Europe could be shown up most effectively on the broad canvas

 of history. Thus he gives us a history and a philosophy of colonization
 in a single chapter. Ancient colonization, he argued-and writers of his
 time are all agreed on the importance of studying the ancient example-

 was inspired by definite and urgent motives of over-population or
 military security: the ancients saw what they wanted, or at least knew
 what they were doing. But modern Europe had achieved a great thing
 without adequate motive or definite intention. Still, it was not in absence
 of mind that Europe had conquered and peopled a whole world: it was
 the sacred thirst of gold that urged the explorers and conquerors one
 after another through the vast and undiscovered lands where they

 trampled out the old life and planted the new. That their work in time
 bore unexpected fruit in the rise and prosperity of new nations was no
 credit to the governments and policy of Europe. The new world did not
 owe its progress to the political wisdom of the old, but to its plenty of
 good land and that distance from Europe which had alleviated more or

 less the effect of its dependency. From the activity of European govern-
 ments had come no good to their colonies, from their inactivity no harm.
 Nor had the nations of Europe really gained by all their efforts to turn
 their colonies to advantage. The monopoly of colonial trade, which was
 the common principle of all colonial policies, and which had come to
 be regarded as the prime object and purpose of colonial establishments
 -the proper return of the colony to the mother country for maintenance
 and protection-had not only not benefited, but had injured, the coun-
 try which possessed it. It had come into being "to promote the little
 interest of one little order of men in one country2." From the miner's
 gamble we had run down to the shopkeeper's narrow views. Great
 Britain had been the least illiberal in her policy, " the best of all mother
 countries "3; yet her failure stood out conspicuous in the events of the

 1 Wealth of Nations, p. 259.
 2 Ibid. p. 253.
 3 The elder Mirabeau, too, speaks of the English as "the most enlightened of the

 peoples of Europe in their conduct in the New World." L'Ami des Hommes (edited
 by M. Rouxel, i883), p. 528.
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 ADAM SMITH'S PROJECT OF AN EMPIRE 25I
 day. The grave perils that threatened showed her empire hastening to
 dissolution. A state, a great state, might have been made of its many
 prospering provinces, had the well-founded laws of political unity been

 observed, and their corollaries, however disquieting to narrow minds,
 courageously accepted. But, as things were, it was but "the project of
 an empire," a "golden dream," too long indulged and from which it

 was time to awaken.

 In place of this fictitious empire, with its lack of cohesion, its

 "impertinent badges of slavery" on the colonies and its burdensome
 futility for the mother country, he proposed a close and equal union of

 Great Britain and her colonies-a united Parliament, a common system

 of taxation and complete freedom of trade within the empire-equality,

 in fact, of status, burden and opportunity between mother country and
 colony. The proposal entailed a complete departure from the old colonial
 system in certain fundamental matters to which either British or colonial

 opinion was firmly wedded-the abolition of the monopoly of colonial
 trade, a proportionate distribution of the burden of imperial defence
 and a proper representation of the colonies in Parliament. Taxation,
 representation, defence, control of trade were matters closely bound
 together. They were the centre of colonial policy and the heart of any
 political system. Clearly, if a colony were to be taxed for imperial
 expenses, it could claim to be represented in the body that imposed the
 taxes, and if it bore its fair share of the imperial burden, there was no

 sufficient ground on which its economic interests could be subordinated
 to those of the mother country. Such a reconstruction was perhaps
 easily reconcilable with the local self-government which had been the
 characteristic principle of English colonization, though it would have
 given to the colony a somewhat privileged position, with a voice in the
 domestic affairs of Englishmen which they would not enjoy in those of
 the communities oversea, assuming that the colonies retained their own
 assemblies. Nor did Adam Smith retreat from the logical consequence
 of his principles of imperial government. America, he foresaw, would
 soon become a great state, "one of the greatest and most formidable
 that ever was in the world." The colonial contribution to imperial
 expenditure would exceed in time that of Great Britain, and the seat of
 the empire must then cross the Atlantic.

 Such were the general conclusions that Adam Smith had reached as
 a result of his study and experience of colonial affairs, his reflections on
 the art of government and his observation of contemporary events. And
 the severe judgment he passed on the old colonial system was the more
 weighty because of the singular felicity and considerable feeling with
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 252 E. A. BENIANS

 which it was expressed. Probably no one of equal ability had hitherto
 held up the colonial policy of Europe to such searching examination.
 No one had started ab initio, brought under review successively the
 motives, the progress and the results of the great work of expansion

 which had been going on unchecked through modern history, and offered
 to the opinion of the day so new a solution of its intractable problems,
 and so surprising an enlargement of its possible consequences. The
 generations of previous writers, with their various points of view, their
 prejudices, their controversies and their schemes, always accepted more
 than they questioned, or dealt only in a limited and partial way with the
 great subject. But when a philosopher wrote on the wealth of nations,
 colonial expansion took on a different perspective and relationship to
 general history, and a new road of political evolution was projected for
 the empires of Europe.

 To systems of government Adam Smith had, as we know from the
 notes of his Glasgow lectures1 and from his expressed literary intentions,
 given a great deal of thought, though it does not appear that he had
 previously considered the problem of colonial government, to which
 these lectures contain scarcely any important reference. But he was, if
 we may judge from his library, a wide reader of books of travel, and the
 Wealth of Nations shows how extensive a knowledge of colonization he
 possessed. During the preparation of the work he seems to have dis-
 cussed many chapters with Benjamin Franklin, whose opinion on colonial
 affairs enjoyed at the time, so we are told, " a degree of credit little short
 of proofs of holy writ2." Inspired though he was by the grandeur of
 the story of European expansion, he shows the sensitiveness of the age
 of philosophers to the wrongs suffered by conquered peoples, and as
 regarded the young nations rising to maturity in the new world, his
 whole conception of colonial policy is a protest against their subordina-
 tion to Europe and the degradation to which the mercantile spirit had
 reduced the art of colonization. But while he thus passed on the colonial
 policy of Europe an unmeasured and tremendous censure and suggested
 such fundamental changes, he was not less conscious of the enormous
 consequences and benefits to mankind of the discoveries of America and
 of the African route to the East. From one sole point of view, Europe,
 he admitted, had done marvellously, mighty mother of men as she was.
 She had sent forth the agents of conquest and civilization over the globe,
 and no other part of the world could have formed such men3. But the

 1 Lectures of Adam Smith, edited by E. Cannan, I896.
 2 W. Knox, Controversy between Great Britaini and her Colonies reviewed, I769, p. i i i.
 3 Wealth of Nations, p. 242.
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 ADAM SMITH'S PROJECT OF AN EMPIRE 253

 greatness of her work had been marred by the blindness of her policy,
 her mistaken economics, her narrow and prejudiced politics.

 In one sense the time was ripe for Adam Smith's survey. The true
 dimensions and character of Europe's expansion were becoming apparent.
 Nearly three centuries had passed since the great discoveries had opened
 new worlds to her adventurous energies and made possible the founding
 of empires and the planting of nations. In their different ways the
 peoples of Western Europe had responded to this magnificent invitation
 of their enterprise and fortune. Amid all the tumult of their mutual
 jealousies and incessant wars, one common purpose ran, one increasing
 result established itself the expansion of Europe of her arts, of her
 languages, of her commerce, of her arms and of her policy throughout
 the remainder of the habitable globe. The balance of power weighed
 heavily on her side. The stream of civilization flowed all one way-from
 western Europe outwards to the other parts of the world. There was no
 set-back to her victorious progress. Practised in continual warfare,
 superior in military science and equipment, Western Europe had attained
 a plenitude of power and was on the march to the conquest of the world.
 Spain had reproduced her autocratic monarchy and her town life in the
 kingdoms and cities of the new world. Portugal, and, after her, Holland
 and England, had taken the East in a noose of trade. From England
 and France had sprung new nations on the North American continent.
 So Europe, with ever-enlarging experience, wealth and power, had
 passed from the straitened circumstances of the fifteenth century to the
 opulence of the eighteenth. No reflecting mind could fail to be impressed
 with the scope and consequences of this great movement, wThich it was
 now possible to see in its historical perspective; or, in the light of current
 events and opinions, to speculate on its tendencies and its unexhausted

 possibilities.
 It was, indeed, one of those periods, weighted with the sense of

 impending change, when the future as well as the past forces its problems
 on the mind of the historian. Events were not wanting to show that the
 expansion of Europe had reached a point at which the relations of the
 colonies with their mother countries must be reconsidered. The bonds
 that united them were straining. Attention was concentrated on the
 character of the empires that had been formed as a result of the colonial
 expansion. What ought to be their form? Had they any real promise of
 permanence? Acute and logical thinkers in France had already pro-
 phesied their inevitable disintegration. In I750, Turgot, then a young
 man of twenty-three, in a discourse at the Sorbonne, had predicted the
 independence of America, and uttered the aphorism, destined to be the
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 best-remembered ever spoken of colonies, that they were like fruits that

 clung to the tree only until they ripened1. Six years later, the elder
 Mirabeau2, in the novel and significant chapter on colonies in L'Ami

 des Hommes, declared that the New World would certainly throw off

 the yoke of the Old, that the movement would begin in the strongest

 colonies and the others would follow, that London and Paris alike, by
 their efforts to prevent, would only hasten, the inevitable end3. Neither

 writer, it may be remarked, considered the loss of colonies as an event
 to be deplored. To Turgot, American independence was a "necessary

 amputation which will make for your future happiness 4. And Mirabeau
 thought that the nation that first suffered the loss would be the most

 fortunate, if it acted wisely in the circumstances.

 As things fell out the issue had become prominent in the British

 Empire first-for special reasons, amongst which were the rapid progress

 which the English colonies had made and the spirit and institutions of
 freedom they had so long shown and enjoyed. The Peace of Paris had
 raised Great Britain to an unparalleled height of power. Like a colossus

 the British Empire now bestrode the world, resting on the twin pillars
 of its eastern and American possessions. Yet just when it was most

 imposing without, it was most disunited within. Danger had been the

 cement of its union and, when the danger had passed, the cohesion
 failed. The war had revealed again the familiar weakness. There was no

 effective collaboration of its different parts for purposes of defence.
 Local liberty had far outrun imperial organization. There was no ade-

 quate central control. An antiquated and ill-adapted machinery, a con-
 fusion of authorities, a number of rights exercised and resented, with
 the vague and disputed power of Parliament in the background such
 were the means of colonial government. "The patchwork government
 of America," wrote Sir Francis Bernard, Governor of Massachusetts,
 in November I755, "will last no longer "5; and Governor Pownall was
 equally emphatic on the need of a prompt and efficient reform of the
 colonial administration. Thus, while Adam Smith was beginning his
 great book at Toulouse, George Grenville was reconsidering our colonial
 system and forcing the country to think more deeply of the purpose for

 1 Turgot, Oeuvres, Paris, i8o8, ii. 66.
 2 The Mirabeaus were descended from an exiled Florentine family, which

 had established itself for centuries in a rocky fortress in Provence, and which, in the
 eighteenth century, blossoming into genius, produced in direct succession the soldier,
 who fought gloriously in the wars of Louis XIV, the economist, of whom we write,
 and, in his more famous son, the last great statesman who served the old monarchy.

 3 L'Ami des Hommes, edited by M. Rouxel, I883, p. 544.
 4 W. W. Stephens, Life of Turgot, p. 304.
 5 Bernard-Barrington Correspondence, edited by Channing and Coolidge (i 9 I 2), p. 97.
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 ADAM SMITWS PROJECT OF AN EMPIRE 255

 which its empire existed. Free discussion of fundamental matters soon

 exposed the variant views on the two sides of the Atlantic, and brought
 into fuller light undetermined and obstinate problems. Through a decade

 of divided counsels and shifting plans, of great debate in Parliament
 and press, of attempted reforms and hasty retreats, when events were

 taking their stormy course towards rebellion and war, Adam Smith was
 revising the work, which was published some three months before the

 Declaration of Independence. A time when the old colonial system was
 being called to account, when controversy was keen and minds were

 agitated, was not perhaps the best time for dispassionate judgment. The

 certainty of the struggle and the uncertainty of the issue cast a sombre
 shadow over the past no less than the future.

 But Adam Smith's outlook on colonial affairs was too little akin to
 that of his contemporaries to be much influenced by the stress of feeling
 round him. He shows the eighteenth century point of view in his com-
 prehensiveness, realism, and striving after rule and system, as compared
 with the enthusiasm and abounding idealism of the pioneers of English
 colonization in the seventeenth century, its golden age. But he does not
 show the materialism which seemed in his day to have overwhelmed all
 other motives of colonial expansion and to preside over the destinies of
 the empire1. He saw the whole colonial movement and the problem it
 presented at the hour in relation to his own scheme of political economy
 and political philosophy. Though he was, we read, "very zealous in
 American affairs " (at one moment advising Lord Shelburne, during his
 brief attempt at conciliation, about the system of Roman colonization2),
 it was not for the reasons which agitated his contemporaries. "The
 expectation of a rupture with the colonies," he writes, "has struck the
 people of Great Britain with more terror than they ever felt for a Spanish
 Armada or a French invasion." Believing, as he did, that our trade with
 the colonies would be in a far healthier state if our monopoly came to
 an end, he was indifferent to the panic of the business community. But
 he was not indifferent to the fate of the British Empire, nor did he share
 the view of his friend, Hume, that colonial independence must come in
 the ordinary course of nature and that the matter had not the importance
 commonly attached to it3.

 Adam Smith's conception of an empire seems based on that of Rome,

 1 He never spared that his sharpest sarcasm: "To found a great empire for the
 sole purpose of raising up a people of customers. . .," Wealth of Nations, p. 253. He
 repeats the sentence almost verbally in a passage added to the third edition of his work
 (p. 274).

 2 Feb. 12th, I767. Rae, Life of Adam Smith, p. 236.
 3 Ibid. p. 28i.
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 256 E. A. BENIANS

 in which the colony was an integral part of the State. If great Britain

 cannot realize that conception, she had far better, he held, adopt the

 Greek plan, and free her colonies from all connexion save friendly and
 filial ties. By doing this, she might not only spare herself great expense,

 but also settle with them a most advantageous treaty of commerce, and

 turn them from " factious subjects to become our most faithful affection-

 ate and generous allies." This was the view of Dean Tucker, who boldly

 declared that the right solution of our difficulties with the colonies was
 "to part with them on as friendly terms as we can1." This policy
 the Abbe Raynal was at the time cordially recommending to Great
 Britain with all the gifts of his flowing rhetoric2. But it was not practical

 politics in England. "To propose," writes Adam Smith, "that Great
 Britain should voluntarily give up all authority over her colonies.. .would

 be to propose such a measure as never was and never will be adopted

 by any nation in the world." Dismissing this idea, he proceeds to a
 masterly statement of the problem which confronted the Government3.

 For a province to be advantageous to the empire of which it forms part,

 it ought, not only to defray the expenses of its own peace establishment,
 but to contribute its proportion to the support of the general govern-

 ment. The British Colonies do not do this, and the monopoly of their
 trade does not compensate the deficiency. It is necessary, therefore,
 that the colonies should be taxed for this purpose, either by their own
 assemblies or by the Parliament of Great Britain. The colonial assemblies
 can never be so managed that they will levy a sufficient taxation for
 imperial purposes, nor can they judge of what is required. If, on the
 other hand, the Parliament of Great Britain is established in the right
 of taxing the colonies, the importance of the colonial assemblies is
 brought to an end. The leading men of British America will not suffer
 this: "like other ambitious and high-spirited men they have rather
 drawn the sword in defence of their own importance." He then poses

 the dilemma and proposes a solution.

 1 The trute interest of Great Britain set forth in regard to the Colonies 1774.
 2 He argues from philosophical principles that colonies had a right to be free.

 The extension of empire was contrary to nature, and everything contrary to nature
 must have an end. "The chain of reciprocal benevolence is the only one that can
 connect empires at such a distance," Raynal, Eutropean Establishments in the Indies,
 translated by Justin. See VI. 3, VII. 486-8, VIII. 366. The doctrine of colonial inde-
 pendence had gained considerable vogue in France, intent since 1763 on a stroke of
 revenge on Great Britain, philosophic thought and the objects of statesmanship having
 in this matter attained complete harmony. A little earlier Montesquieu in the Esprit
 des Lois (1748) had described the monopoly of colonial trade as a fundamental law of
 Europe (p. 315), and the author of the article, Colonie, in the Encyclopedie, III. (I753),
 had taken similar ground.

 3 Wealth of Nations, pp. 255-8.
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 "The Parliament of Great Britain insists upon taxing the colonies; and
 they refuse to be taxed by a Parliament in which they are not represented.
 If to each colony which should detach itself from the general confederacy
 Great Britain should allow such a number of representatives as suited the
 proportion of what it contributed to the public revenue of the empire, in
 consequence of its being subjected to the same taxes and in compensation
 admitted to the same freedom of trade with its fellow subjects at home; the
 number of its representatives to be augmented as the proportion of its con-
 tribution might afterwards augment; a new method of acquiring importance,
 a new and more dazzling object of ambition would be presented to the
 leading men of each colony'."

 Without some such high offer they will never yield. They flatter them-
 selves with their present opportunities, which indeed are of the greatest.

 Nor will they be reduced to submission. Great Britain has an advantage
 over the ancient world in the modern idea of representation. The Roman
 constitution was ruined by the admission of the Allies, but "there is
 not the least probability that the British constitution would be hurt by
 the union of Great Britain with her colonies." Rather it would complete
 and perfect the constitution. Difficulties there would be, but they are
 not insurmountable, and "the principal, perhaps, arise, not from the
 nature of things, but from the prejudices and opinions of the people,
 both on this and on the other side of the Atlantic." We fear a disturbance
 of the balance of the constitution towards either monarchy or democracy.
 They are apprehensive of ill consequences arising from the distance of
 America from the seat of government. In little more than a century the
 American revenue may exceed the British, and "the seat of the empire
 would then naturally remove itself to that part of the empire which
 contributed most...." The cool logic of the sentence with which he con-
 cludes the discussion perhaps distinguishes the philosopher imagining
 a new constitution, or the historian inviting history to repeat itself, from
 the statesman calculating the imponderables of public prejudice and

 patriotic feeling. To take America captive in order one day to be taken
 captive by her might seem to the British nation a grand but painful
 dream, and it is curious that Adam Smith could imagine public opinion
 accepting this eventuality, but unable to accept the policy of friendly
 separation2. In the actual course of subsequent history Great Britain
 has been saved from a euthanasia of this kind as much by the national
 feeling of her colonies as by her own.

 1 Wealth of Nations, p. 257.
 2 Dean Tucker would not contemplate it for a moment. It was "an idle dream ":

 " home born Englishmen. . . would never submit to such an indignity." Lacking Adam
 Smith's breadth of view, he could not imagine an empire based on equal union and
 obeying the law of its growth. He could see no solution but separation or submission
 by one side to the other.

 CHJ is
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 In rejecting the policy of separation Adam Smith was actuated by
 that sense of the value of the great state, to which the study of Roman
 history led him, as well as by his conception of what was practical politics.
 His claim that a great empire should exist for something more than the

 merchant's profit distinguished his outlook from the prevailing view,
 and raised the question of colonial expansion from the mercantilist
 atmosphere to a higher plane of political significance. " The sneaking
 arts of underling tradesmen are erected into political maxims for the
 concduct of a great empire." It was the essence of his colonial policy
 that, if an empire was not worth more than this, it was worth less than
 nothing. The security of the State, the increase of the public revenue,

 the assurance of general prosperity and of social and political tranquillity,
 the creation of a great internal market-these were the purposes for
 which an empire existed, and the objects which its government should
 pursue. Thus, he argued that Ireland, for he wished Ireland also to be
 incorporated with Great Britain, would gain thereby, not simply freedom
 of trade, but freedom from an oppressive aristocracy, as Scotland had
 done, and so a sense of national unity. The colonies had never suffered
 from this evil, but they would be delivered "from those rancorous and
 virulent factions which are inseparable from small democracies," and
 gain in happiness and tranquillity. Both might indeed be subjected to
 a heavier burden of taxation, but the general advantages would more
 than compensate for this, and the added burden need only be temporary
 while the gain would be lasting. He does not make the point stressed
 in our own time that the colonies ought to share in the direction of
 imperial policy, but it is inherent in his argument and plan. With the
 policy of "going on as we are," advocated by John Adams in his

 Novanglus, which was published two years before the Wealth of Nations,
 he has no sympathy. It is dismissed by implication. The present position
 is as unjust and unsatisfactory to Great Britain as to the colonies. She
 is bearing expenses without return. The colonies ought in justice to
 have borne the whole cost of the Seven Years' War,. which was "alto-
 gether a colonial quarrel." Great Britain is the only great state which
 has enlarged its dominions without increasing its revenue-a view to
 which Lord Sandwich had given emphatic expression in the House of
 Lords, during the great debate on the repeal of the Stamp Act (I766),
 when he said: " If the increase of territory is not increase (of) the public
 revenue we should give it up again in order to save the expense of de-
 fending itl."

 1 Debates on the Declaratory Act and the Repeal of the Stamp Act 1766. Contri-
 buted by C. H. Hull and H. W. V. Temperley. Reprinted from the Amnerican Historical
 Review, XVII. No. 3, p. 580.
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 ADAM SMITH'S PROJECT OF AN EMPIRE 259

 In coming down with characteristic decision in favour of the com-
 plete incorporation and union of the colonies with Great Britain as the

 only reasonable solution of the problem of imperial government, Adam
 Smith added the weight of his name to a much-debated policy and gave
 to it a wider scope and meaning. Ever since, and indeed before, the
 unhappy controversy began, the question of colonial representation in
 the British Parliament had been urged and argued in pamphlet, letter
 and dispatch. The proposal had taken various tentative and provisional

 forms, but no one seems to have put it with the same force, courage and
 logical conmpleteness, the samne sense of political and historical perspec-
 tive, as Adam Smith. Mr Crowley, whom Franklin thought "a little
 cracked upon the subject1," argued in its favour in a series of letters
 published in the press between 1766 and I7762. In I766 he suggested
 that the Stamp Act should be suspended, and colonial representatives
 summoned to the next Parliament to consider some way in which the
 contribution of the colonies could be made. This suggestion bore some
 resemblance to one that had been put forward in the previous year by
 Sir Francis Bernard to Barrington, the Secretary at War. Let the
 Americans, he advised, send representatives for the present time and

 present purposes, and let Parliament then frame a system of American
 government by which the Americans, according to their own principles,
 will be bound. Then the Americans can be dismissed and their
 local Parliaments will henceforward know what powers they possess3.
 This looked to a sort of Constituent assembly and not to a permanent
 imperial Parliament. But Bernard clearly saw that the existing system
 was doomed. It was too obscure. "In Britain the American Govern-
 ments are considered as corporations empowered to make bye-laws.... In
 America they claim..,to be perfect States4." Here was a pithy contrast
 of the points of view of extreme politicians on both sides, of some
 English peers and some American pamphleteers-a revelation also of
 the gulf to be bridged. Another interesting advocate of colonial repre-
 sentation was W. Knox, under-Secretary of State to George Grenville.
 He had held office in Georgia and then become agent for the colony in
 England; and like others, who had been in close touch with American
 opinion and the actual management of colonial business, was impressed
 by the inadequacy of the existing arrangements. In a memorandum
 addressed to Lord Bute he had recommended the inclusion in Parliament
 of representatives from the colonies, and had brought the proposition

 I Franklin Memoirs, III. 374. Letter to Governor Franklin, Sept. I, I773.
 2 Crowley, Letters and Dissertations.
 3 Barrington-Bernard Corresponzdence, edited by E. Channing, p. 97.
 4 Ibid. p. 96.

 18-2
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 forward again in his pamphlet The present state of the nation. In this
 he argues that the right of electing members of Parliament ought not
 to be restricted to the inhabitants of Great Britain when so many of the
 subjects of the realm live outside the mother country. Diffusing the
 right of election will give each part of the Empire a better opportunity
 of laying open grievances and acquiring benefits. And the importance
 of the colonies requires more attention to their concerns than Parliament
 will give so long as they do not elect members. But he does not consider
 the representation of the colonies necessary to justify Parliament in
 taxing and making laws for them. Parliament has that authority in any
 case1. Elsewhere, in a sentence that reminds us of what Lord Durham

 described as a sagacious argument of Adam Smith's, he says that it had
 been one of his objects as under-Secretary "to direct the stream of the
 great men's ambition to this kingdom... by giving a certain number of

 them seats in the House of Commons as Colony representatives2." He
 adds that Grenville approved of colonial representation and had written
 to him (Sept. 4., 1768) of the plan as one "which, whenever such an
 application shall be properly made, will I hope be considered with every
 favourable disposition." But Grenville himself would not take the
 initiative because "he found the House of Commons would not endure
 the proposition3."

 An able and elaborate consideration of the whole question of colonial
 government was made by Governor Pownall in his book on the Ad-
 ministration of the Colonies, first published in 1764. Pownall was a man
 of both ability and imagination, whose broad and liberal views were
 tempered by the caution of experience. He had spent a good many
 years in the colonial service, both in England and America, and had
 sufficient knowledge to criticize the existing system of colonial administra-
 tion and also to understand the temper and point of view of the Americans.
 He had been a spectator in 1754 at the important Congress of colonial
 delegates at Albany, when a plan of union was discussed, only to fail,
 and the event had left on him a profound impression. He had been
 Governor of Massachusetts and had played a prominent and successful
 part in raising colonial troops for the French war, a proof of colonial
 loyalty which he afterwards quoted with effect in a pamphlet criticizing
 some points in the Wealth of Nations4, but which perhaps blinded him
 a little to the rapidity with which popular feeling may change in the

 The Present State of the Nation, 1768, pp. 8o-z.
 2 W. Knox, Extra Official State Papers, II. 30-31.
 3 Ibid. Appendix, p. 14.
 4 A letter of Governor Pownall to Adam Smith, London, 1776, p. 38.
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 course of an embittered controversy. He had felt the stir of the great

 events which ended in the Peace of Paris, and had the instinct to perceive

 that the British Empire had reached a new crisis in its fortunes. In

 his book he argued that the moment had come for "forming Great
 Britain with all its Atlantic and American possessions into one great

 commercial dominion,") "a grand marine empire." Though he believed

 that the laws of trade needed a thorough revision, and though he

 approached the whole subject in a more generous spirit and with more
 understanding of America than most of his contemporaries, he expressed

 the prevailing opinion in advocating the colonial monopoly, the main

 point which he was afterwards to contest with Adam Smith. His outlook

 on the problem of colonial relations and status was at once compre-

 hensive, critical and original. The time had come, he argued, to con-

 solidate the empire, and to end the long and harassing disputes about

 the government of the colonies. The whole system must be reconsidered

 and resettled on sure foundations. The question must be approached

 "with a temper and spirit which remember that these are our own
 people, our brethren, faithful, good and beneficial subjects, and free-

 born Englishmen, or by adoption possessing all the rights of freedom1."

 And the principle to follow was " that the colonies, in their government

 and trade, should be all united in communion with, and subordination

 to the government of the mother country, but ever disconnected and

 independent of each other by any other communion than what centres

 here2." He saw with satisfaction the natural differences and traditional

 feuds of the colonies, and dreaded their union as a sure step in the dis-
 integration of the empire. The first need was to form "a practical and

 efficient administration " at home, a single colonial department, in place
 of the diversity, division and confusion of the existing authorities, who

 could frame no coherent policy. Without this, "whatever the people

 of this country may think, the people of the colonies, who know their

 business much better than we do, will never believe government is in

 earnest about them, or their interest, or even about governing them,
 and will.. .act accordingly3." In an appendix on "the points lately
 brought into question," added to the third edition which appeared two
 years later, he brought forward the question of colonial representation
 in Parliament and expressed himself unreservedly in favour of it. "I

 see no danger nor inconvenience that could arise to Great Britain," he

 wrote. Such a measure would extend loyalty and affection and liberty,
 and make the Americans "one body and mass with the people of Great

 I Administration of the Colonies, p. 38. [Third edition, 1766.]
 2 Ibid. P.- 3 8. 3 Ibid. p. 24.
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 Britain." He felt the empire was too loosely held together, the colonies

 treated as mere appendages to the mother country, colonial business

 " very inadequately and unhappily administered," and before the colonies

 by their own progress had surpassed Great Britain, as he, like others,

 predicted they would do, he urged "that great and absolutely necessary

 measure of uniting the colonies to Great Britain as parts of the realm,
 in every degree and mode of communication of its rights and powers1.'"

 Thus practical administrators like Bernard and Pownall were at one with

 Adam Smith in seeing that the old system could not endure, and that

 without new arrangements Great Britain could not attain her new ends,

 though they proceeded to their conclusion from the necessities of the

 case, and he from first principles of the constitution of an empire.

 Pownall did not pursue his discussion of the political problem in his

 Letter... to Adam Smith, holding that the moment for that had passed,
 and reserving his views for a time, if such ever came, which would allow

 of "a natural, sound and true ground of colonial government."
 That Governor Pownall was right in thinking that the time had passed

 for proposing such a measure, even if it could at this late stage have been

 carried through the British Parliament, seems to be borne out by the
 development of colonial opinion on the subject. In 1754, Franklin,
 writing to Governor Shirley, had expressed the view that representation

 in the British Parliament would be very acceptable to the colonies,
 "provided they had a reasonable number of representatives allowed
 them," and provided the laws of trade were reconsidered by the Parlia-

 ment of the whole empire. The presence of colonial representatives, he
 thought, would ensure a better consideration of colonial interests, and
 outweigh the influence of small and interested sections of opinion in

 England who had too much their own way. From an independent
 Parliament the colonies would accept the trade laws more cheerfully,

 and its existence would create in the people of Great Britain and the

 colonies the sense of "one community with one interest2." He fre-
 quently refers to the subject in his letters, after the controversy about

 taxation had begun, but his enthusiasm had cooled. "This nation is
 indeed too proud," he writes (Dec. I2, I767), "to propose admitting
 American representatives into their Parliament; and America is not so

 humble, or so fond of the honour, as to petition for it3." He recognized,
 too, the advantage America had in the matter of taxation in not being
 represented. Representation ought to go with taxation, but it might be
 better still to have neither. The colonists, he said, had once desired it,

 Administration of the Colonies, Appendix, p. i6.
 2 Franklin Memoirs, v. 34I. 3 Ibid. III. 293.
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 were now indifferent, and might soon refuse it, if offered'. James Otis,

 however, in his Rights of the British Colonzists asserted and proved, wrote
 more definitely in its favour: "A representation in Parliament from the

 several colonies... .cannot be thought an unreasonable thing, nor, if asked,
 could it be called an immodest request." It would bring about the

 thorough mutual knowledge which was so conspicuously and lamentably

 lacking. "Persons of the first reputation among their countrymen,

 might be on the spot, from the several colonies, truly to represent them 2,"

 But when John Adams wrote Novanglis in 1774, he dismissed the idea
 as impracticable. "That a representation in the British Parliament is

 impracticable," he wrote, "we all agree3." The British would not grant

 a sufficient representation. Taking population, and not, as Adam Smith

 was to do, taxation, as his basis of calculation, he argues that America
 would want at once 250 representatives, and in time iooo, and then

 Crown and legislature must migrate to America4. This he seems to regard

 as a reductio ad absutrdurm of the proposition, though Adam Smith
 accepted it with philosophic detachment. Moreover, the American

 representatives would not only be out of touch with their electorates,
 but they would be seduced by British corruption5-one of the many

 illustrations of the bad impression which English politics in the eiglh-

 teenth century made on colonial opinion, of which the correspondence

 of both Adams and Franklin afford other examples6. While agreeing
 that there was a defect in the organization of the empire, in that the
 colonies had grown great and important without any satisfactory plan
 of colonial government being devised, he yet thinks that representation
 in Parliament would be only less bad than Parliamentary government

 without representation, and that the best plan was to leave things as
 they were7.

 The principal obstacle to the adoption of his scheme Adam Smith
 had seen in "the private interests of many powerful individuals, the
 confirmed prejudices of great bodies of people8." To the practical diffi-
 culties, which had been emphasized by Burke with some very effective

 Egerton, Short History of British Colozial Policy, p. i88. 2 Otis, pP- 53-4.
 John Adams, Works, edited by C. F. Adams, iv. ii9.

 4 Ibid. p. ioi. 6 Ibid. p. 139.-
 6 See, for example, TWarren-A daams Letters, I. 30 (I743-I777).

 John Adams, Works, pp. I07, i i6.
 8 What these private interests were he does not explain. Thorold Rogers, discussing

 Adam Smith's scheme, in his Colonial Qutestionz writes: "To admit the colonists to a
 seat in the legislature would have lowered the value of the rotten boroughs.. . . It would
 have depreciated the value of those other boroughs which were not in the patronage of
 private individuals, but were held by a close body of electors who sold themselves to
 ambitious nabobs." Cobden Club Essays, Second Series, i87I-2, p. 446.
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 ridicule in his reply to Knox's pamphlet', he apparently attached no

 great importance. Dean Tucker, who also passed these by, had singled
 out the problem of dividing power between the imperial and colonial
 assemblies as the crucial matter, but Adam Smith does not discuss this;

 and as for the Dean's view that the plan would introduce into the British

 constitution something "of a very heterogeneous nature," he, on the

 contrary, regarded it, as we have seen, as the natural completion of
 British institutions. This was a bold conclusion. Chatham apparently
 would not have accepted it any more than Burke. There is reason to

 think that the former had considered the plan of colonial represelntation
 before the Wealth of Nations was published. But he did not take it up2.
 The proposal for conciliation, for which he made himself responsible
 (February I775), followed a different principle. It included the recog-

 nition of the Continental Congress-the Albany Scheme of twenty years
 before. And it is interesting to observe that it was along the line of
 Chatham's thought, and not of Adam Smith's, that Great Britain's
 colonial policy was to move in the nineteenth century, when she en-
 couraged the formation of federal and national Parliaments in her oversea
 possessions, and saw them established in turn in the contiguous groups

 of colonies, which grew up to nationhood during the second phase of
 her expansion, in North America, Australia and South Africa. The
 question must arise whether Adam Smith allowed enough for the part

 played by sentiment and tradition in the making of States. The adaptation
 and attachment of people on both sides of the Atlantic to the political
 life and institutions they had shaped for themselves could not be lightly
 dismissed as prejudice. Reason and logic and the necessity of the hour
 might be on the side of a bold reconstruction of the empire, but history
 could furnish no appropriate parallel or encouraging precedent, and the
 stream of English tradition had run for long in another channel. Con-
 temporary with Adam Smith was the Emperor Joseph II, who had made
 reason the lawgiver of his empire, and who, being an autocrat, could
 put his ideas into the furnace of experience, but only to find how hard
 it is to apply laws and policies which have no root in history and tradition.

 Why had it never been a part of the British colonial system that the
 colonies should be represented in the Parliament of the mother country?
 The answer would seem to be that neither the nature and purpose of
 colonization, nor the place and power of Parliament in the British
 constitution, were the same thing in the late sixteenth century that they

 1 Observations on a late puiblicationz intituled The Present State of the Nation. Burke,
 Works, ii. 137-43 [edition i8z6].

 2 Life of William Pitt, by Basil Williams, II. 302. " Chatham and the Representation
 of the Colonies in the Imperial Parliament," English Historical Review, Oct. I907.
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 became in the eighteenth. The English colonial system, like the Venetian,

 Portuguese and Spanish, began in quasi-feudal concessions to individuals

 or corporations who made the overseas ventures and succeeded or failed.

 It was conceived in relation to provinces and possessions that had still

 to be, and might never be, discovered or conquered or occupied; that

 might, or might not, be advantageous to acquire or hold. So the colony
 was "loosely regarded as a fief held of the Crown," a dependent com-

 munity and not an organic part of the state'. The early charters devised

 only the slightest political tie. The proprietor, individual or corporation,

 governed the settlement he had planted, and formed the connecting link

 with the mother country. Thus the colonial system began with an
 inheritance of feudalism and not of modern democracy, so far as con-
 cerned the relations of the colony to the mother country, because
 colonial expansion was a venture of life and fortune that had to be
 rewarded, and not an act of the Crown. But, since the settlements were

 founded by men familiar with self-government, they quickly developed

 democratic principles in the management of their internal affairs-so
 that the empire was soon to exhibit, and throughout its history to
 struggle with, the inherent contradiction of a democratic local govern-
 ment and an undemocratic imperial system. The time would be sure to
 come when a clash of opinion and ambition between mother country
 and colony would expose the fact that there existed no adequate means
 to reconcile their contentions, and always there would be the difficulty
 of organizing their collaboration for common ends without any suitable
 arrangements for the purpose.

 It was not to be expected that in the infancy of the colonial move-
 ment the problem of future government could have been anticipated
 and provided for. English colonization did not begin, like Spanish, in
 the rapid conquest of an immense empire, the organization of which
 early demanded attention, and the population of which consisted to a
 large extent of subject and different races. On the contrary, it began
 in little settlements of Englishmen, whose government was for the most
 part a matter of small affairs, which could be best handled locally, and
 did not call for the serious attention of statesmen in a distant country.
 No profound issue, such as that of the status of the natives in Spanish
 America, called urgently for settlement. It was natural that the people
 in these little communities should manage their own business, which
 almost from the beginning they in most cases did, and that, too, effi-
 ciently, cheaply and to their own satisfaction. Thus, owing to the manner
 in which the colonies were founded, there was little likelihood of a close

 1 Beer, Origins of the British Colonial System, pp. 296, 30I.
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 union with the mother country. But when some of these ventures suc-

 ceeded and grew into prosperous communities, the Crown not un-

 naturally desired to transform them from fiefs into provinces. In the

 seventeenth century the governments of Europe were becoming more

 efficient and were developing their powers of economic and political
 control. With the success of the colonial movement, the ideal of "a

 self-sufficient commercial empire" appeared on the horizon. But the

 Civil War in England interrupted the Stuart plans and decentralized

 the empire both politically and economically; for, during the years of

 disturbance, the colonies enjoyed the power which both King and

 Parliament claimed and neither in the circumstances could exercise'.

 The immature imperial system, slowly being envisaged and shaped,

 was broken up, and, by the reign of Charles II, the now rapidly growing

 colonies had virtually established their political independence.

 The failure of England, then, to form any effective imperial system
 in the first half-century of her colonial history is thus explained. What

 was not done in these years was less and less likely to be done as time

 went on. The obstacles became greater, the advantages seemed less.

 The more rapidly the colonies progressed, the less easy it became to
 change the accepted principles of their government, and to draw or force

 them into a system against their will. The course of English history,

 bringing a second popular revolution in the seventeenth century, was

 not favourable to the strengthening of imperial ties, and the development

 of economic theory tended to subordinate colonial policy more and more
 completely to a commercial system. To build up the wealth and power

 of England, to consider the colonies still as plantations employed in

 producing and consuming commodities essential for our trade, and to

 ignore the wider significance of their growth-such were the aims and
 consequences of English policy. Thus it happened that, though in the
 seventeenth century we produced statesmen who devised, formulated

 and imposed an economic system on the empire, which in the eighteenth

 century was still further developed, in neither age did there appear the
 political talent that could cope with the apparent but stubborn problem

 of political organization.
 It is here that we are brought back to the centre of Adam Smith's

 argument. To him the economic system to which the colonies had been
 subjected seemed vicious, impertinent and injurious to both mother
 country and colony. The system which was regarded in England as a

 triumph of statesmanship, as the object for which the empire had been

 brought into being and preserved from conquest, and as the means by

 1 Beer, Origins of the British Colonial System, pp. 340, 348.
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 which the colonies yielded profit to the mother country and made a
 return to her for her sacrifices on their behalf; and which was regarded

 in the colonies too, down to the very end of the connexion, as neither

 unjust nor intolerable, but as their side of the colonial pact, was treated

 by him as profitable to neither; as, in fact, no more than an illusion. It

 is not necessary to set out here the economic argument with which Adam

 Smith shows the evils of a monopoly of the colonial trade. The essential

 point is that, in attacking it, he attacked the whole purpose for which

 most men of his day valued the existence of the empire; and, in so far

 as he succeeded, he showed the empire to be, not an empire, but the

 project of an empire, not a gold mine, but the project of a gold mine; so

 worthless that, if Great Britain could not reorganize it on the basis of
 equal rights, opportunities and burdens, she was better off without what

 was only "a splendid and showy equipage."
 Yet a close union with America was too new an idea to take root in

 such an unseasonable time. Neither for temporary nor for permanent

 purposes did the proposal gain the support of the men who controlled

 the course of events. Whether from jealousy or fear of the colonists, or

 from a sense of its inherent difficulties, responsible statesmen would not

 venture on so great a scheme, and no other project was devised to frus-
 trate the predictions of French prophets and the hopes of French states-

 men. The colonists did not ask for what they had ceased to desire, nor
 Britain offer what she grudged to give. And when Lord North's Com-

 missioners to America in I778 took with them power to discuss a modified
 form of representation in Parliament1, the colonists refused to negotiate

 on any basis but that of independence. America was not incorporated,

 but was lost-the alternative Adam Smith had predicted. But his ideas

 remained to fructify in the minds of succeeding generations. For,
 though America was lost and the first phase of British expansion had
 come to an inglorious end, Great Britain had still, in India and in her
 remaining American possessions, the foundations on which another

 empire could be raised. She had still her sea power, her commanding
 geographical position, her wide commercial connexions and her instinct

 1 The proposal was in the following form: "To perpetuate one (our) union by a
 reciprocal deputation of an agent or agents for the different States, who shall have the
 privilege of a seat and voice in the parliaments of Great Britain, or if sent from Britain,
 in that case to have a seat and voice in the assemblies of the different states [to] which
 [they] may be sent, in order to attend to the several interests of those by whom they
 are deputed." Hansard, Parl. Hist. of England, xx. June II, 1779. This was an attempt
 to solve the problem by an adaptation of existing institutions. The system of colonial
 agents had grown up in an irregular way since the Restoration and in the eighteenth
 century had become permanent and important. The new proposal would have exalted
 it to a formal and pivotal position in our imperial government.
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 for expansion. Out of her very disasters at this time came the English
 colonization of Canada, a footing in West Africa, a securer position in
 India and her first settlements in the South Seas. And in the great wars

 that were soon to follow, she was to find abundant opportunities for

 enlarging and securing her power. Hence the marvellous renewing of

 her imperial youth which the nineteenth century was to see. To what

 extent was the policy of Adam Smith to influence this second phase of

 her expansion? Before we consider this there is one further observation
 to be made on his project.

 The expansion of Great Britain has been due as much to her activities
 as a great commercial state as to her instinct for colonization. In her

 desire to secure the opportunities of commerce, and the peace without

 which commerce cannot flourish, she has extended her sovereignty over
 many lands, and brought within the empire peoples of widely differing
 race, culture and level of progress. This fact has clearly a very important

 bearing on the policy of incorporating colonies with the mother country
 and establishing a united Parliament. The French have not thought it
 an objection. But our question is, did Adam Smith consider this? Was
 he, in his argument, thinking only of an American partnership, or was

 he laying down principles of imperial government which he thought
 applicable in all circumstances? The problem was not so patent in the
 eighteenth century as it has since become. But it could hardly have

 escaped altogether his attention.

 While he was making the final revision of his work, the British
 government was dealing with two other great problems of expansion

 which were of vital importance for the future of the British Empire.
 They were settling the government of Quebec; they were taking their

 first steps in regulating the affairs of India. On the one hand they were

 dealing with a conquered race of European origin, on the other, they

 were entering into the turmoil of a declining empire and the problems
 of Asiatic government. What Adam Smith thought of the Quebec Act,

 whether he would have advised the representation of the Canadian

 habitans in the English Parliament, or would have continued in Canada
 the autocratic administration of France, we do not know. Probably the
 former, for in one passage he explicitly extends his scheme to races of

 European origin1. What he thought of handing over the government of
 India to an exclusive Company he has expressed with considerable force.

 " A Company of merchants are, it seems, incapable of considering them-

 selves as sovereigns, even after they have become such." "Their mercan-

 tile habits draw them.. .to prefer the little and transitory profit of the

 1 Wealth of Nations, p. 397.
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 monopolist to the great and permanent revenue of the sovereign." While
 admitting that "in trade and negotiation, the Councils of Madras and
 Calcutta, have upon several occasions, conducted themselves with a
 resolution and decisive wisdom, which would have done honour to the
 senate of Rome in the best days of the republic," he remains of opinion
 that exclusive companies are "nuisances in every respect; always more
 or less inconvenient to the countries in which they are established, and
 destructive to those which have the misfortune to fall under their govern-
 ment." He returned to the subject in a passage which he added to the
 third edition of his book when Lord North's Regulating Act had been in
 operation ten years and our Indian Empire had survived the tremendous
 crisis of the American and French wars. "It seems impossible," he
 wrote, " by any alterations, to render those courts (viz. the Courts of the
 proprietors and directors of the Company), in any respect, fit to govern,
 or even to share in the government of a great empire; because the greater
 part of their members must always have too little interest in the pros-
 perity of that empire, to give any serious attention to what may promote
 it." But he nowhere indicates with any clearness what place such pos-
 sessions would hold in his project of an empire. Impressed with the
 misrule and oppression to which they had been subjected, he is chiefly
 concerned to mitigate their wrongs, and does not foresee the large
 issues of imperial expansion and the future of the British Empire which

 were at stake. Presumably, he thought they should come under the direct
 government of the Crown. They are, he says, in his discussion of public
 debts, " the undoubted right of the Crown, that is, of the State and people
 of Great Britain"; but in this passage he is considering revenue and not
 government, and he passes on with the suggestion that their burden
 ought to be lightened rather than increased " by preventing the embezzle-
 ment and misapplication" of the taxes they already pay. It thus happens
 that he gives so little attention to questions of Indian government, and,
 led on by his powerful bias against commercial companies, is so much
 occupied, in what he gives, with criticism-s of existing abuses, that the
 future development of the British Empire in Asia, with its great task of
 organizing an Indian government within the empire, escapes his con-
 sideration. India becomes a stick to beat the merchants, and the sig-
 nificance of its conquest in any imperial project is lost. Like other
 writers of the age of enlightenment, he sympathized with the inhabitants
 of the unfortunate countries, East and West, that had suffered the mis-
 fortunes of invasion and spoliation, and while admitting the impossibility
 of foreseeing the ultimate results of these events, he seems not to have
 expected or desired the foundation of empires of some permanence as
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 a result of Western conquest. What he predicted was an equalization

 of courage and force between nations, which would, in time, prevent
 and redress the injustice and oppression that had attended Europe's
 expansion. This would come through the mutual communication of
 knowledge and improvements which an extensive commerce carries

 with it. In these sentences he epitomizes much of the history of European
 influence in Asia in the nineteenth century, and seems to prophesy that
 reawakening of the East of which our generation has seen such potent
 signs. For half a century after the publication of the Wealth of Nations

 the most important development in the history of the British Empire

 was the rise of British power in Asia, and this fact, which was beyond
 the vision of his time, had the most important bearing on the future of

 his project.
 Amongst the ideas of Adam Smith the abolition of the monopoly

 of colonial trade and the incorporation of the colony with the mother
 country stand out conspicuous. Of these the former became a part of our

 colonial policy, and the latter did not. Before considering the reasons
 for this, it may be well to indicate generally the course which our policy
 took. It does not appear that the Government intended after the Ameri-
 can war to abandon the main principle of our earlier policy, the con-
 stitutional tradition, though they certainly wished to render it compatible

 with the continuance of the empire. This was seen in their policy
 towards Canada. On the other hand, during the Napoleonic wars there

 was formed what was virtually a new colonial system, applied to certain
 types of colony and not based on the old principle of self-government;
 so that by 18I5 the empire exhibited a hierarchy of systems of govern-
 ment and had lost the uniformity of political method and spirit which
 was essential to Adam Smith's plan. There followed soon a period during
 which, for various reasons, opinion and circumstances favoured the
 relaxation of the political ties of the empire, and those colonies which

 were thought capable of self-government were encouraged to take more
 and more of the responsibilities of independence in the expectation, if
 not in the desire, that such was their natural destiny. When opinion
 shifted in the third quarter of the century and the mother country ceased
 to expect or to desire the dissolution of the empire, the spirit and practice
 of colonial self-dependence had reached a point at which a policy of
 incorporation could not be revived or contemplated. The empire had
 resolved itself into a league of nations, holding in charge vast depen-

 dencies at various stages of political development, and its unity had
 to be conceived in a different way and maintained by means appropriate
 to its new form and spirit.
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 It remains now to consider in more detail why our policy has at no
 time approximated to the full scheme of Adam Smith and what influence
 his ideas have exerted. Views which had not prevailed in relation to the

 American colonies were hardly likely to be of immediate importance in
 our dealings with the colonies that remained after 1783. The Govern-

 ment seems to have tried to learn the lessons of the war, but it was diffi-
 cult to tell what they were. While it was clear that Parliament must
 abandon, as in fact it had formally done in 1778, the idea of taxing the
 colonies, there seemed no reason to surrender the right of regulating
 colonial commerce, and good reason to establish a closer control of

 colonial politics. Ministers were also plainly anxious to introduce some
 conservative elements into colonial society. The creation of an American
 aristocracy had already been suggested as a remedy for our colonial

 difficulties. So the Government, in settling the affairs of Canada (1791),
 provided for an established clergy in the colony and made permissive

 an hereditary aristocracy. Such social elenments, it was hoped, would
 establish a control from within over a turbulent democracy, more
 effectual and more convenient than control from without. Not that
 control from without was neglected. The new Canadian constitution,

 while based on representative institutions, did not allow of the self-
 government the old colonies had enjoyed. If these were the lessons of
 the war, they were not the lessons of colonial experience as a whole,
 which showed that an aristocracy could not be established in a new land
 save by a feudal land system. Such a system, however, was a barrier
 to progress, and would not be tolerated by Anglo-Saxon colonists. The
 prospect, therefore, that Ministers would attain their end by this means

 was small and was soon disappointed. No hereditary aristocracy was
 ever established in Canada, where society tended to assimilate itself to
 American democracy; the established church was destined after much
 trouble and friction to be disestablished and disendowed; and the
 Legislative Council, which had been defended by Pitt as embodying
 the " aristocratical principle" of our "mixed government," became in
 Lower Canada the object of violent attacks.

 No idea of the incorporation of the colony with Great Britain appears
 to have been entertained. The notion of colonial representation in the
 British Parliament seems to have vanished from the horizon of colonial
 policy after the American war as completely as if it had never appeared
 upon it. The long struggle with France, the political reaction in England
 induced by the French Revolution, the nature of our outlying possessions
 were all against the development of a democratic imperial system.
 Circumstances had changed. America, both by its proximity, the
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 character of the people, and the possibility of a great common commercial
 interest with Great Britain presented the most favourable opportunity

 for applying Adam Smith's policy. No one seems to have contemplated

 offering seats in Parliament to the habitans of Canada, to the Boer farmers,
 to the ex-convicts of New South Wales or to the zernindars of a con-
 quered Indian province. Centralization was, indeed, the order of the

 day in colonial policy, but it was a bureaucratic and not a democratic

 centralization. Before the end of the Napoleonic wars it was evident

 that a new colonial system had been established by the side of the

 old, and a few years afterwards a minister could regret the form

 of government " improvidently granted " to our old colonies and refuse

 to extend the evil. In I79I our policy had been, in the words of the
 younger Pitt, " to give to Canada a free constitution, in the English sense
 of the word." It had been welcomed by Fox on the ground that "the
 only means of retaining distant colonies with advantage was to enable

 them to govern themselves." That policy had been abandoned. The

 care of a responsible minister and of a growing department had been
 substituted for local assemblies and served the purpose of representation

 in Parliament. Colonial business had increased and multiplied as the
 government became more zealous and more well-intelntioned. But the
 new possessions-Trinidad, Ceylon, Mauritius, the Cape of Good Hope,
 Malta-were definitely subject. The traditional self-government granted

 to Canada (which in any case was local and unconnected with the respon-
 sibilities and politics of the empire as a whole) was not extended to them.
 Far from developing democracy in our relations with our colonies, we
 now withheld it where it had once seemed normal and natural to plant it.

 For this change, it need hardly be said, there had been very strong
 reasons. The new policy had grown up in relation to new circumstances.
 It had been fashioned to suit conquered settlements, peoples of foreign
 extraction, societies based on slavery and communities of mixed popula-
 tion, where the rights of inferior races seemed to need protection or
 national feelings had to be propitiated by the maintenance of old tra-
 ditions and institutions. It was connected with the desire now strongly
 felt in England to check the growth of slavery and bring about the aboli-
 tion of the slave-trade. British expansion was constantly outrunning
 British political experience and creating new problems of colonial policy.
 Acquisitions made for reasons of trade or security could not always be
 governed as if they were English settlements. Self-government did not
 seem a blessing if it took the form of a white oligarchy dominating a
 population of different race twenty or thirty times their number. The
 question had been raised by the conquest of Canada and resolved in
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 different ways in 1763, 1774 and I79I. Ought the English constitution
 and laws always to follow the English flag? Did these everywhere connote

 progress and humanity? Or ought laws and systems of government to be

 adapted to the circumstances, traditions and capacities of their subjects?
 It was a question of large import, for if self-government were denied

 in one place, it came to be restricted in another, and warning voices

 foretold that arbitrary laws and oppressive governments established on

 the outskirts of the empire would in time invade the centre. One

 trenchant critic, Joseph Marryat, the Agent of Trinidad, thus summed
 up the matter in Parliament: " Instead of pursuing the wise policy of

 Rome, in extending its own laws and the right of citizenship and suffrage

 to all the countries it acquired, we had, in our several colonies, systems
 entirely different from each other, and we appeared to be consistent only
 in the determination to exclude all the colonists from participating in
 those advantages which were enjoyed by the integral part of the empire'."
 Certainly it was clear that a significant change of policy had taken place

 without much consideration of its general effect, and that the old tra-
 ditions of colonial government were succumbing to new influences,
 leaving an inequality of status between the various parts of the Empire

 which was inconsistent with such a project as that of Adam Smith.
 The forty years of comparative peace from I8I5 to I855 were a more

 favourable period for political experiment in a new imperial system.
 But the diversity of character and interest between the various parts of
 the empire had become a greater obstacle than in the eighteenth century,
 and peace has seldom been the promoter of unity. Moreover, the fact

 was clear that Adam Smith's conception of a united empire had gained
 no hold on the English imagination. The instinctive preference for local
 life, which had asserted itself in the first phase of British expansion,
 remained pre-eminent, and there were neither persons nor forces that
 sought to overcome it. Economic teaching had gained increasing influ-
 ence and reputation, and as developed by Ricardo, inclined more and

 more to laissez faire. In its light the colonial connexion seemed an
 artificial tie. Colonies were expensive, too, in an age that desired retrench-
 ment and economy. They savoured of war, or danger of war, when men
 wanted peace. Canada, in particular, was thought likely to involve us
 in trouble with the United States. Several new colonies were being
 founded and their infant years were for the mother country a costly,
 anxious and uncertain time. Moreover, the colonial revolutions, not only

 in British America, but also in Spanish and Portuguese America, gave

 new force to the old idea that colonies were inevitably destined to

 I Hansard, Parl. Debates, April 29, I817. I9

 C IIJ 19
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 independence. And, if that were so, of what use to spend money in
 guarding and maintaining possessions whose attachment was in the

 nature of things but temporary? Was it not better to accept and prepare
 for, if not to hasten, the certain end? One lesson at least of the American

 war was burnt into the heart of England-if separation comes, let it be

 amicable. These influences, by weakening faith in the future of the
 empire, facilitated the grant to the colonies of those rights of self-
 government for which they had begun to ask. Why should they not
 have the part, if they were certain to have the whole? An unpopular
 and unsuccessful administration of colonial affairs intensified the prevail-
 ing doubt. In such an atmosphere no project of empire such as Adam

 Smith had propounded could live. Who would wish to provide so
 spaciously for a problematical future? The question was merely-on
 what grounds, for what purposes, for what length of time, to continue
 a relationship whose advantages seemed so doubtful and so fast dis-
 appearing, and whose stability was so precarious?

 It was, however, during these years that the proposal for colonial
 representation came formally before Parliament'. During the discussion
 on the Reform Bill, Joseph Hume excited both interest and laughter by

 moving to give the colonies, including India, " a partial representation "
 -he suggested nineteen members-" in order that there might be in
 the House persons who could state the grievances and wants of the

 colonies and give information on colonial matters of which members

 were, he held, too often ignorant2." He urged the matter on the ground
 that the Reform Bill would render it more difficult for persons connected

 with the colonies, who had hitherto to some extent indirectly repre-

 sented them, to obtain seats in the House. This was not the scheme of
 Adam Smith, nor did Hume use his arguments, and it was negatived

 without a division. Two other allusions to the matter, though of later
 date, may be mentioned here. Molesworth, on the second reading of
 the Australian Government Bill, spoke in favour of admitting into

 Parliament representatives of the colonies: "it would tend much to

 consolidate the empire," "the colonies would feel that they formed

 with the British islands one complete body politic3." And Cobden, in
 the discussion on the Budget of I853, took occasion to state why in his
 opinion colonial representation was inadmissible. "The colonies," he

 said, "not paying our Imperial taxation and not being liable for our

 1 Bodelsen, Stucdies in Mid-Victorian Imperialisnz, p. I32. He gives the three
 references to Parliamentary debates considered below and also some other references
 to discussions of the matter during this period.

 2 Hansard, Parl. Debates, Aug. I6, I831.
 3 Ibid. Feb. I8, I850.
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 debt, could not sit here, with safety to us, or with propriety to them-

 selves, to legislate on matters of taxation in which they are not them-

 selves concerned1." None of these speakers had in view the full project
 of Adam Smith, and the interest in the allusions lies in the fact that the

 course of imperial development had been on such lines that the matter
 when it came up for discussion was not even conceived in the form con-
 templated by Adam Smith.

 When the group of Colonial Reformers, men such as Molesworth,
 Buller and Gibbon Wakefield, who wished to revive the glory of English

 colonization, began, after I830, to make their influence felt in our
 colonial policy, they had not the ideals of Pownall and Adam Smith.
 They argued for decentralization. They were impressed with the in-
 efficiency of the Colonial Office, but they did not wish to substitute for

 it the power of Parliament. Wakefield was opposed to what he called
 the central principle, whether democratic, aristocratic or bureaucratic,

 and enitirely in favour of the municipal principle, with suitable restrictions
 by the mother country on the powers of the colony-in such matters
 as the form of constitution in the colony, the command of troops, foreign
 policy, the Post Office and waste lands2. He did not discuss the question

 of full Parliamentary representation, though he considered the plan of

 the colony having a representative in the House of Commons. The object

 in view he thought desirable, but not attainable by that means. A man
 could serve his colony equally well as an agent. He was not needed in
 the House, where his introduction would be " opposed to some of John
 Bull's probably unconquerable prejudices3." The fact was that current
 political philosophy ran towards local freedom, local self-government,
 self-help and self-development as the great political and economic
 panacea. Men were becoming seised of Adam Smith's central principle
 of non-interference, but they overlooked the complementary idea of
 imperial union which he had introduced in his colonial policy. Durham,
 who argued so powerfully for colonial self-government in his Report on
 Canada, though he contemplated the federation of all the British North
 American provinces, seems not to have foreseen the full consequences
 and significance for the empire of the policy he advocated. He was an
 advocate of colonial nationalism. We must create a Canadian nation to
 resist American assimilation. But what would be the place of a Canadian

 nation in the British Empire? He would have retained imperial control
 of colonial trade, amongst other matters-for as yet the policy of free
 trade had not triumphed in England-and apparently did not see that

 1 Ibid. April 28, I853.
 2 Wakefield, Art of Colonization, ed. by J. Collier, p. 301. 3 Ibid. p. 309.

 19-2
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 it was in the logic of his policy that these powers must go to a self-
 governing nation. Thus colonial nationalism grew up as the child of

 self-government and was afterwards strengthened and re-enforced by
 federalism. It stood in the way of the revival of Adam Smith's policy.
 Incorporation was not consistent with strongly marked and strongly felt
 nationality. Moreover, in an age of peace, the problem of imperial
 organization was less prominent. Each phase of our colonial policy
 reflects the course of events and the sense of imperial needs in the

 mother country, for our colonial system was naturally being constantly
 shaped in relation to England's development. In the late eighteenth
 century problems of defence and revenue loomed large and urgent, and
 hence the great controversy of that time and the prominence of these
 matters in Adam Smith's conception of the empire. But, for a large
 part of the nineteenth century, Great Britain, with her unchallenged
 command of the sea, was little troubled for her defence; her colonies
 were far from being able to share the burden of her debt; and, with
 the expansion of her industries, she was most intent on securing the
 utmost freedom for her trade. Her colonial policy, as had generally
 happened, was subordinated to her commercial policy.

 Academic students came to the same conclusion. Merivale, who
 delivered his lectures on colonization at the time when the Canadian
 rebellion and other difficulties in the colonies had concentrated attention
 on colonization, but before Lord Durham's recommendations had been
 given effect, pointed out that we had followed since the American War
 a middle course in colonial government between the centralization of
 Spanish policy and the local liberty which had characterized our earlier
 policy. He briefly discussed' and dismissed the idea of colonial repre-
 sentation in the imperial Parliament, on the ground that, if it involved
 the abolition of the colonial legislatures, the colony would be reduced
 to the position of a dependency, while, if the colonial legislatures
 remained and still enjoyed the power of taxation, the colony's represen-
 tatives in England would be of no importance, mere hangers-on of some
 English political party, playing "the visionary part of legislators in
 London." His treatment of the subject seems more summary than it
 deserved, assumes conclusions that are by no means obvious, and
 ignores all the possibilities of a federal constitution.

 Lewis, in his Essay on the Government of Dependencies (I841), also
 discussed Adam Smith's project. He found the main obstacle to it in

 1 H. Merivale, Lectures on Colonization, i84I, II. 290-I. Merivale became Per-
 manent Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies i847-59, but delivered these lectures
 as Professor of Political Economy at Oxford-a further illustration of the close relation
 between opinion on colonization and the progress of economic science.
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 distance'. A distant dependency must have a subordinate government

 which would presumably include an elected assembly. But if the

 colonial assemblies remained, even with diminished activities, they

 would resist taxation by the imperial legislature, though it included
 representatives of the colonies. The old difficulties would arise and the

 plan would fail. This was perhaps a probable, though by no means a

 certain, consequence of the scheme; for a system of government in

 which both federal and provincial authorities have taxing powers is now

 familiar enough.

 Thirty years later, when Thorold Rogers discussed it, one may see
 the triumph of colonial nationalism in the shifting of the argument, for

 he rejected it on a very different ground-viz. that English and colonial
 life could not be assimilated. The difference between England and her

 colonies was so great that colonial representatives would not be at home
 in the English Parliament2.

 Pitt, the declared disciple of Adam Smith, was probably influenced
 by the Wealth of Nations to establish freer commercial relations with
 France, but he did not abolish the monopoly of colonial trade. The old
 ideas in this matter were too deeply rooted to allow of far-reaching
 change, and more than one generation was to elapse before the teachings
 of Adam Smith were generally accepted. With the loss of America,
 too, the matter no longer had its old importance. But some relaxations

 were made; for the mother country, warned by the late war, was anxious
 to remove specific grievances, without, however, adopting any new
 principle. In I794 the West Indian trade was partially opened to the

 United States3. This was a very special case, for the United States,
 having been but lately within the empire, had been used to enjoy it,
 and it was hard for both sides to turn trade into new channels. As it
 became evident that the independence of the old colonies had not
 prejudicially affected our American trade, Adam Smith's argument in

 favour of the freedom of colonial trade gained increased force4. But
 time was required to bring about so great a change in public opinion as
 would allow of the abolition of that monopoly which had so long been
 regarded as the prime object of colonization and which seemed to be

 1 We are reminded of the plea of the Barbadians, who in the seventeenth century
 twice asked for representation in Parliament. They thought distance an obstacle that
 could be overcome: " . . we must lose our Country upon the account of Space, a thing
 little more than imaginary." Beer, Origins of the British Colonial System, pp. 294-5 n.

 2 Thorold Rogers, Colonial Questionz, Cobden Clhb Essays, pp. 449-50.
 3 Pitt would have opened it freely immediately after the war, but the opposition

 to such a breach of the old system was too strong.
 4 It was disputed by Ricardo who maintained that colonial trade could be so regu-

 lated as to be more beneficial to the mother country than a perfectly free trade. Ricardo,
 Works, ed. by McCulloch, p. 207.
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 bound up with the question of the continuance of our colonial empire.
 In 1825, however, an important step was taken, when Huskisson pro-

 posed to apply the principle of reciprocity to colonial trade. While

 admitting that an "exclusive intercourse was held to be a part of the
 international law of Europe," as Montesquieu had said, he argued that

 we ought to adapt our policy to the changing circumstances of the
 world. Other countries were throwing open the trade of their colonies,
 and we ought to do so on reciprocal principles. In so doing we should
 conciliate our colonies, promote their progress, remove causes of ill-will
 between nations, and ourselves gain rather than lose. The policy of

 Huskisson was accepted by Parliament. So much progress had the
 doctrines of Adam Smith made. But though opinion was changing, the
 idea that trade with the colonies ought to be placed on a different footing
 from that with foreign countries was maintained until the measures of

 Peel and Russell brought to an end our control of colonial navigation,
 practically abolished the differential tariffs and virtually established a
 system of free trade throughout the empire. This complete revolution

 in the old policy corresponded to, and was a consequence of, the changed
 conception at home of the mother country's commercial interests. Even
 so, it came as a great shock to many, that trade with the colonies should

 be on the same footing as trade with foreign countries, so strong was
 the hold on men's minds of the old opinions1. Thus eighty years after
 the publication of the Wealth of Nations one side of our colonial policy
 had been reconstructed under its influence. "The natural system of
 perfect liberty and justice " had been restored, as Adam Smith had said
 it ought to be, but the common customs house which was part of his
 scheme had not been established. For some years after these changes
 it remained the view of the mother country that she determined the
 commercial policy of the empire at large. In abolishing the system of
 preferences she had not intended to abrogate her authority in matters

 of trade. This was expressed very emphatically by Lord Grey who

 claimed this power and duty for the mother country as much when her
 policy was free trade as when she aimed at a commercial system2. The
 interests of the empire still seemed to demand a common commercial
 policy. A variety of policies within the empire would discourage the
 universal adoption of free trade, which was the cherished hope of
 British statesmanship. To the mother country her world trade was of
 far greater significance than her imperial trade, and she wished to subject
 her coloniesto her interests and opinions. But herpositionwas untenable
 in view of the political evolution of the empire towards local self-govern-

 1 Lord Grey, Colonial Policy, i. 9. 2 Ibid. I. 282.
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 ment and self-development and she was obliged to yield to the claim of

 the colonies to choose their own commercial policy and protect them-

 selves, if they thought fit, even against her competition. Adam Smith's

 idea of free trade within the empire-a vast internal market, ringed by

 a common customs system, had no attractive power to the mother coun-

 try, when colonial trade was small, nor to the colony when national

 feeling was born, appropriate as it might have seemed in other circum-

 stances and as part of a larger scheme.

 Freedom of trade within the empire was one part of his project,

 political unity the other. But so great had been his influence on the free

 trade movement that it obliterated in most memories all other sides of

 his policy. Some writers disregarded them; others, as we have seen,
 dismissed them as impracticable. The fact was that the course of events

 and opinions in England had favoured the establishment of economic
 freedom, but had not favoured progress in the direction of political
 unity. Adam Smith would have liberated the colonies from economic
 restrictions and given them equal status and opportunities with their

 fellow subjects at home, but he would also have distributed the burden
 of imperial taxation over the whole empire and strengthened its political
 ties. It was, indeed, impossible to deal with one part of the imperial
 connexion without influencing the other. And when the old commercial
 system was abandoned the question of political relations was necessarily

 raised. To Adam Smith consolidation or separation seemed the only

 alternatives, and the emphatic way in which he stated this, and the
 apparent demonstration of its truth which followed almost immediately,
 seem to have influenced later opinions in the direction of separation.

 The inevitability of separation and the need to prepare for it is the burden
 of much argument about colonies in the middle years of the nineteenth
 century. Both those who adhered to the old view that the exclusive
 trade was the sole source of advantage from the possession of colonies,

 and saw it disappearing, and those who believed that under free trade
 both mother country and colony secured the maximum benefit, now
 asked for what purpose the mother country should still incur the expense
 of the government and protection of her dependencies.

 Lewis, whose discussion of the subject, in the essay to which allusion
 has been already made, perhaps best represents the dispassionate and

 well-informed judgment of the time, criticizes Adam Smith's view that
 a dependency ought not to be retained unless it contributes to the
 expense of the empire, and enumerates as other advantages which the
 mother country can derive from her possessions-military assistance,
 commercial advantages, a field of emigration for its population and of
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 employment for its capital, a place for the transport of criminals and the
 " imagined advantage " of glory'. He writes before the freeing of colonial

 trade and the abolition of transportation, and at a time when he could

 assume that the mother country could prevent the colony from imposing

 duties on her exports. Even so, when he has balanced advantages and

 disadvantages, he makes it quite clear that he thinks that no country,

 which rightly understands its interests, will keep its colonies in a state

 of dependency longer than circumstances oblige. From the point of

 view of a calculated profit the retention of colonies was hard to justify,

 and both Huskisson, Grey and others who believed in the preservation
 of the empire, removed the question to a different plane of argument.

 Huskisson naturally spoke with most authority on the commercial
 relations of England with her colonies. But he had also the advantages

 of a wide knowledge of colonial administration. He had served more

 than once as a minister in the Colonial department, where his energy
 and inspiration had made notable even his brief tenures of office; for
 the colonies have never been slow to appreciate a sympathetic mind in
 control of their affairs. Like others, he did not doubt the possibility of
 their ultimate independence, but to him this was no argument for a
 premature separation. Our experience with America should teach us

 not the necessity of separation, but the desirability, if separation must

 be, that it should be amicable2. To him the colonies were of great value.

 He took the highest ground-not military and commercial advantage,
 but the political character of Great Britain3. England cannot afford to

 be little. She must be what she is or nothing. To surrender the colonies

 was to surrender the trophies of her valour, the character of her faith,
 the honour of her name. She could not cast off her responsibility to
 those young and distant communities dependent on her protection. His
 policy was to keep the colonies as long as they were willing. But he

 would give them commercial freedom, so that we might have " all the
 commercial advantages of a free trade together with all the political
 advantages of our continuing part of one great empire4."

 A generation later, when the old commercial system had been vir-

 tually abandoned, Lord Grey defended the retention of the colonies with
 similar arguments: "I consider, then, that the British Colonial Empire
 ought to be maintained, principally because I do not consider that the

 Nation would be justified in throwing off the responsibility it has
 incurred by the acquisition of this dominion, and because I believe

 I G. C. Lewis, Essay on the Government of Dependencies, chap. vi.
 2 Huskisson, Speeches, III. 367-8. 3 Ibid. III. 286-7.
 4 Ibid. III. 313.
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 that much of the power and influence of this country depends upon its

 having large Colonial possessions in different parts of the world,-." On

 the one hand what was our responsibility for these creations of our policy

 and enterprise, on the other hand our moral and political influence in

 the world. Similar language had been used by Lord Melbourne in the

 letter in which he invited Lord Durham to undertake his arduous task

 in Canada (July 22nd, 1837). "The final separation of these colonies
 might possibly not be of material detriment to the interests of the mother
 country, but it is clear that it would be a serious blow to the honour of

 Great Britain, and certainly would be fatal to the character and existence

 of the Administration under which it took place2." Lord Grey went on

 to lay down, "as a necessary inference," two very plain rules as to the

 terms on which the imperial connexion would be continued: viz. that

 the mother country should interfere as little as possible in the internal
 administration of the colonies, and that the colonies "should take upon

 themselves a larger proportion than heretofore of the expenses incurred

 for their advantage3." Thorold Rogers says that Lord Grey brought in

 a new theory to justify the colonial connexion: "He contemplates the
 colony as though it were a spectacle of untutored childhood which
 needs.. .the control and protection of a prudent and experienced father4."
 And Lord John Russell, in a speech on colonial policy in 1850, after
 allowing that the country might decide to abandon the colonies, or that
 the colonies might in time ask for their independence, concluded that
 meanwhile " our business is to make them as far as possible fit to govern
 themselves," then, come what may, "we have contributed to the
 happiness of the world." So the connexion was to continue on the ground
 of need on one side and duty on the other, but without faith and without
 purpose.

 McCulloch, from the point of view of the economist, attached little
 value to the possession of colonies5. Great Britain had nothing to lose
 by circumscribing her colonial dominion. There were advantages in
 colonization, but they could be enjoyed without retaining in a state of
 dependency a colony that could govern and defend itself. But he drew
 attention to the value of colonies as a field for the settlement of surplus
 population. This had been recognized in the early seventeenth century,
 but had lost its importance in the eighteenth, to recover it in the nine-
 teenth, when the population of England was growing by leaps and bounds.

 1 Lord Grey, Colonial Policy, i. i i.
 2 S. J. Reid, Life of Lord Durham, ii. I37.
 3 Lord Grey, Colonial Policy, i. I7-I8.
 4 Thorold Rogers, Colonial Question, Cobden Club Essays, p. 4IO.
 6 Wealth of Nations, ed. by McCulloch, p. 609.
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 He regards Wakefield's policy as " a tissue of delusions and contradictions"
 and invokes the principles of Adam Smith to defeat it: " All this... .pro-

 ceeds on the false and exploded assumptions that the colonists are not,
 like other individuals, the best judges of what is for their own advantage."

 As the colonies grew to maturity the empire gradually resolved itself
 into a league of nations. Observers saw the tendency, without correctly
 interpreting its significance. They were conscious that we were passing
 into a new stage of imperial development, and prepared themselves to-

 see it terminate, as the previous stage had terminated, in a dissolution
 of the empire, which this time they were resolved should be peaceable.

 Thus J. E. Cairns, concluding a lecture on colonial government in I864,
 said, "The British Empire.. .has reached its natural goal.. .we have out-
 grown the restraints and supports of our earlier state and are now passing
 into a new phase of existence. Instead of a great political, we shall be a
 great moral, unity...each member of the great whole will enter without

 hindrance the path to which its position and opportunities invite it.. .in
 peace good friends and customers and firm allies in war'." In such
 language he well expressed a general view. But this was the end of an
 epoch.

 After I870 feelings began to change. The arguments for separation
 seemed to lose their strength, they faded out of politics. New influences
 of personality and policy were giving a new bias to English political
 thought. The colonies had ceased to be a burden on the budget of the
 mother country. They had not proved the occasion of war. The inevitable
 independence had drawn no nearer. No colony had petitioned for the
 freedom which was to be had for the asking. On the other hand, Great

 Britain realized that the world around her was changing. Peace seemed
 less secure. Her easy possession of industrial supremacy was no longer
 unchallenged. The more militant nationalism of Europe isolated her,
 and its tariffs increased her sense of the importance of colonial trade.
 A new competition for colonies awoke and put a new value on oversea
 possessions. She was transported again into an eighteenth-century
 atmosphere of colonial rivalry and international antagonism. The
 tendencies of the new age favoured the foundation of large states, the
 growth of oversea empires and federal forms of organization. All these

 changes were signs and warnings, pointing in a new direction; and
 politicians, travellers and professors began to speak a new language.
 Out of the old paths opinion groped its way towards the idea of a national
 and political unity, irrespective of the mother country's control and
 apart from considerations of profit and loss, a unity which, by its very

 1 Cairns, J. E., Political Essays, pp. 57-58.
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 nature, did not naturally and inevitably end. The colony was not a

 ripening fruit, but a growing bough. This sense of unity was on Eng-

 land's part a reaction to the political and economic changes of Europe

 and the world; it was her way of feeling the national movement which

 had recreated and consolidated other nations, and was giving a new

 political life to the outlying parts of her empire. She could not use it
 to reclaim lost sons, but it awoke in her a responsive feeling to those
 communities in distant lands, which, whether of the same race or not,
 were inheritors with her of a common culture and institutions. Thus
 separation disappeared, as incorporation and centralization had done,

 and federalism took its place. The new generation, in new conditions,
 began to project a new line of imperial development, opening possi-

 bilities, undreamed of by Adam Smith, of preserving the empire without
 the close incorporation which he thought essential. This new phase of

 development lies beyond the scope of our present subject. But the
 project of Adam Smith has never lost its power of inspiration. That
 ideal of equality in status, burden and opportunity, which was its essential

 and original feature, ensures its perennial interest and its place of import-
 ance in the history of the British Empire.
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